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1. General introduction
A standard swarm bee LE module is delivered with the latest firmware on the day of the swarm bee module
production. Firmware update is possible through the bootloader via a USB-to-serial converter cable or via
its native serial interface through a host controller. When the swarm is embedded in a custom system only
the second option is possible.
This document provides a guide on how to update the firmware on a swarm bee LE module via the native
serial interface. The following chapters show the required resources and neccesary steps.

2. What is a Bootloader?
The bootloader is integrated in the firmware of all swarm bee LE modules and it is the piece of software that
takes care of the firmware initialization.
During initialization of the module (after it is powered or reseted) the bootloader checks the first RTC backup
register. Depending on the value of this register it will know whether the firmware on the board is correct or
its update was not complet. If is correct it goes to the memory address where the application starts. The
module will start then operating.
There are three ways the module can be set in bootloader mode:
1.

If during initialization, the bootloader detects the firmware was not correctly updated it directly goes
to bootloader mode.

2.

In the hardware: if during initialization the UART RX line is held low for more than 100ms a break
condition will occur and the module will go on bootloader mode.

3.

In software: the API command bldr sent by the host controller

2.1. Bootloader Commands
Once the module is in bootloader mode, it can be contolled via a terminal software. The bootloader command
line can be recognized when a question mark (?) is shown as a prompt character. The following commands
are available to operate with teh bootloader:
-

-

help: prints out the list of supported commands
info: prints out the current firmware version
xmld: starts an xmodem protocol session and waits for an appropriate xmodem command that
starts the transmission of a firmware-image. When the image is successfully received it is decrypted
and written to the appropriate address.
erfl: erases the flash memory
boot: goes out of bootloader mode by starting the installed firmware (i.e. setting the instruction
pointer to the start address of the firmware-image).

3. What is XMODEM-CRC protocol?
XMODEM-CRC is a file tranfer protocol widely used due to its simplicity. It breaks up the original data into a
series of packets and sends them one by one.
Each packet consist of:
3-byte header: <SOH>
packet number from 1 to 255
‘inverse’ packet number: 255 - packet number
payload:128 bytes of the actual file
16-bit CRC
The transmission is receiver–driven and it occurs as follows:
- The sender waits for a signal from the receiver.
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- The receiver sends and NACK (not-acknowledgement).
- When the sender receives the NACK it starts the transmission of packets one by one. It takes the first
block, calculates the CRC, and creates the first packet. It sends the packet and waits.
- The receiver receives the packet. It checks the CRC and the block number.
o If both are correct it sends back an ACK (acknowledgement) and waits for next packet
o If one of them is not correct it sends a NACK and waits for the appropiate packet.
- When the sender receives the ACK sends the next packet. If it receives and NACK sends again the
corresponding packet.
- After the last packets has been sent and acknowledged, the sender sends an EOT (end of transmission)
- The receiver finalises with an ACK
A typical file transmission is reprensented in Figure 1. The file is 612 bytes long, thus the last packet is
completed with zeros.
SENDER

RECEIVER

<--->
<-Data[128] CRC
-->
<-Data[128] CRC
-->
<-Data[128] CRC
-->
<-Data[100] CPMEOF[28] CRC
-->
<--->
<-Figure 1. Typical file transmission in XMODEM

NACK

SOH 01 FE Data[128] CRC
SOH 02 FD
SOH 03 FC
SOH 04 FB
SOH 05 FA
EOT

ACK
ACK
ACK
ACK
ACK
ACK

4. Firmware Update via UART
The user should write its own application running in the host controller to send the new firmware image
through the UART using XMODEM-CRC protocol. Said application should follow the next steps:
1. Send command bldr
This will put the the swarm radio in bootloader mode by sending
2. Send command xmld
It starts a XMODEM communication with the swarm radio as a receiver.
3. Wait untill the receiver indicates the start of the transmission by sending a NACK.
5. Transmit the new firmware image to the swarm following the XMODEM-CRC protocol (chapter 3).
6. Send command boot
After the EOT has been sent and its corresponding ACK received the host should send the command boot,
so that the swarm will restart with the new firmware.
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5. Firmware Update via USB
The process to update the firmware via the USB port has been considerably simplified by the ‘swarm
Firmware Update’ software. The steps to use it are the following:
1.

Connect the swarm to the PC via the USB

2.

Open ‘swarm Firmware Update’ by executing swarm-fwupdate.exe

3.

Select the serial port

4.

Browse for the firmware image to be flashed into the swarm

5.

Once both the serial port and the image have been selected the ‘Update Firmware’ button will be
active. When this button is pressed the firmware update starts.

6.

When the Progress bar is completely green the firmware update is finished.
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